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The most effective solution would be charging nature of different cellphone chargers with different cellphones. 

Here we took into case, chargers from Nokia, Samsung, Apple, Icube and two Local chargers. This report provides an 

idea how the charging current varies when a cellphone is charged with different chargers. It also gives an idea of USB 

based charging and control voltage and current rating automatically. All type of mobile phone will access the 

arrangement of current control circuit .In the existing system most of the youngsters are using the mobile while 

charging. Some people listen songs and someone is speaking through headset. These type of activities may cause danger 

to life of human beings and it will lead to several accidents. Charging the mobile using different amps charger will 

reduce the life of battery and the battery will damage easily. So in order to overcome these difficulties an effective 

system need to be developed.In the proposed system we are using new technology to reduce these accidents. The system 

consists of a charger with controller and Bluetooth embedded in it. The Bluetooth will pair with the Bluetooth present 

in the mobile. When the mobile phone is connected to the charger and if any call occur or headphone connected to it 

then a notification will be shown in the mobile to remove the headphone. If the person removes the mobile while 

charging without switching off the plug point, then immediately the buzzer will ring in the charger to switch off the 

plug point. Then if the mobile phone is connected to the charger then immediately the specific voltage and current of 

the battery will be transferred to the controller circuit through Bluetooth. Then according to the specification of the 

mobile the voltage and current will be given to the mobile phone.  
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